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Abstract
It is proved that each polyhedral graph that contains a vertex of degree at least 52 k, contains
also a path Pk on k vertices such that k − 1 of its vertices are of degree at most 52 k and the
remaining one is of degree at most 5k in G. This improves a recent result of Jendrol’ and
Fabrici. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Throughout this note we consider connected plane graphs without loops or multiple
edges. Let the term k-path denote a path on k vertices, k>1. Let G(k) be the family
of all polyhedral graphs having subgraphs isomorphic to a k-path.
The weight wG(H) of a subgraph H in a graph G is the sum of the degrees (in G) of
its vertices, wG(H) =
P
v2V (H) degG(v). Jendrol’ and Fabrici [3,4] posed the following
problem: What is the minimum integer w(k) such that every graph G 2 G(k) contains
a k-path Pk such that
wG(Pk)6w(k)?
It is a consequence of Euler’s theorem that w(1)=5. The beautiful theorem of Kotzig
[5] gives w(2) = 13. Ando, Iwasaki and Kaneko [1] showed that w(3) = 21.
Jendrol’ and Fabrici [3,4] proved
Theorem 1. k log2 k6w(k)65k
2.
The exact value of w(k) is not known; it is conjectured that w(k) is of order k log k.
On the other hand, for the family of all hamiltonian plane graphs, Mohar [6] proved
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Theorem 2. Every hamiltonian plane graph G on at least k vertices contains a k-path
Pk such that wG(Pk)66k − 1. The bound 6k − 1 is best possible.
Recently, Enomoto and Ota [2] have studied a similar problem: for the family bG(k)
of all polyhedral graphs having at least k vertices, nd the minimum integer f(k) such
that every graph G 2 bG(k) contains a connected subgraph H of order k such that
wG(H)6f(k):
They proved
Theorem 3. 8k − 56f(k)68k − 1.
The aim of this note is to improve the upper bound 5k2 of Theorem 1 for the number
w(k). In fact, we will prove a little bit more, namely
Theorem 4. Let G denote a polyhedral graph on n vertices and assume that G con-
tains a vertex of degree at least 52k where k is a positive integer. Then G contains a
k-path P0k such that k − 1 vertices of P0k are of degree at most 52k and the remaining
one is of degree at most 5k in G.
A path P0k can be found in time polynomial in n.
Corollary. w(k)6(k − 1)b5k=2c+ 5k6 52k(k + 1):
Proof. Let us call a vertex x of G major i degG(x)>
5
2k; the non-major vertices are
called minor.
Whenever G has a face  incident upon two non-adjacent major vertices u; v, we
insert the diagonal uv into ; we continue this process of adding edges until we have
obtained a graph H such that no face of H is incident upon two non-adjacent major
vertices. Note that G and H have the same major vertices.
Clearly, if H has a path P satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4 for H , then P
(which is a path also in G) satises the same requirements for G.
Let M =M (H) be the subgraph of H induced by the major vertices of H . As M
is also a plane graph, it contains a vertex y such that degM (y)65. Let C denote
the circuit of H formed by those vertices that are distinct from y and belong to
faces of H incident upon y (in H), and let y1; y2; : : : ; yp (06p65) be the major
neighbours of y in H . Further, let S denote the set of minor neighbours of y; note that
S lies on C and that all vertices of C distinct from y1; y2; : : : ; yp are minor. Clearly,
jSj= degH (y)− p> 52k − p.
If p=0 or p=1 then C contains a subpath on at least jSj> 52k−1>k vertices, all of
which are minor, and we are done. Assume p>2. Then C−fy1; y2; : : : ; ypg decomposes
into p paths Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qp (some of which may be empty) all of whose vertices are
minor. Let Pi=(xi1; x
i
2; : : : ; x
i
ni) (ni>0) denote the longest subpath contained in Q
i such
that at least one endvertex of Pi | say, xi1 | is adjacent to y (i=1; 2; : : : ; p; some of
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the Pi may be empty) and assume, without loss of generality, n1>n2>   >np. As S
is contained in the union of the Pi, we have
n1 + n2 +   + np>jSj= degH (y)− p:
We distinguish two possibilities.
Case 1. degH (y)> 5k: Then n1>
1
p (degH (y)−p)> 5pk−1>k−1, i.e., P1 contains
at least k vertices each of which being minor.
Case 2. 52k < degH (y)65k: Then n1+n2>
2
p (degH (y)−p)> 2p 52k−2>k−2: Thus
the path P = (x1n1 ; x
1
n1−1; : : : ; x
1
1 ; y; x
2
1 ; x
2
2 ; : : : ; x
2
n2 ) contains n1 + n2 + 1>k vertices at
least k − 1 of which being minor and one | namely, y | having degree at most 5k
in H .
Hence, in all cases, a path P0k satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4 can be
found, and this can clearly be done in polynomial time.
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